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Abstract
We present SPHIN, a model checker for reconﬁgurable hybrid systems based on the model checker
SPIN. We observe that physical (analog) mobility can be modeled in the same way as logical
(discrete) mobility is modeled in the π-calculus by means of channel name passing. We chose SPIN
because it supports channel name passing and can model reconﬁgurations. We extend the syntax
of PROMELA and the veriﬁcation algorithms based on the expected semantics. We demonstrate
the tool’s capabilities by modeling and verifying a reconﬁgurable hybrid system.
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1 Introduction
A reconﬁgurable hybrid system is a collection of digital and analog compo-
nents, where digital components are embedded in and interact with analog
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components and their conﬁguration can be changed by means of physical
or logical mobility of components. Unmanned aerial vehicles [5], ﬂocking
agents [18], and robot-automated assembly factory systems [12] are exam-
ples of safety-critical reconﬁgurable hybrid systems. Their analog dynamics
are controlled by digital programs with discrete control modes and their for-
mations change according to their physical locations. It is very important for
them to maintain safety-critical properties such as collision avoidance.
SPHIN provides a formal veriﬁcation framework for such reconﬁgurable
hybrid systems. It is based on the model checker SPIN [11]. SPIN already
supports dynamic process creation, information hiding by local variables, and
ability to model mobility 4 by allowing channel names in message passing,
which is the essential feature of the π-calculus [14] for mobility modeling.
SPHIN can model analog components by allowing declaration of analog vari-
ables. These declarations can be combined with dynamic process creation
so that analog components can also be instantiated locally and dynamically.
Analog components deﬁned in this manner can also be exchanged between pro-
cesses by passing analog names as messages. In this way, SPHIN can model
mobility of analog components as well as traditional mobility of discrete parts
based on the π-calculus. Analog states and time-ﬂows are represented by con-
vex polyhedra and related operations. PPL (Parma Polyhedra Library) [4] is
used for this purpose. Both the reachability analysis algorithm for safety veri-
ﬁcation and the LTL model checking algorithm for liveness veriﬁcation are ex-
tended in accordance with the newly introduced analog components. SPHIN’s
usability is demonstrated with a few case studies including classical hybrid
system examples and a reconﬁgurable hybrid system example. To the best
of our knowledge, this is the ﬁrst hybrid extension (in a dense time domain)
to SPIN, and also the ﬁrst veriﬁcation tool targeted for hybrid systems with
reconﬁgurability. SPHIN is available by visiting http://sphin.webhop.net/.
1.1 Related work
Our initial motivation is Klavins and Koditschek’s research [12] on model-
ing, veriﬁcation and synthesis of robot-automated assembly factory systems.
Their modeling formalism was a hybrid extension to Petri nets, mainly used for
limited veriﬁcation of deadlock-freedom and automatic synthesis of such fac-
tories from a product assembly graph. We wanted to establish a more general
modeling and veriﬁcation framework for reconﬁgurable hybrid systems. Our
starting point was the π-calculus, as it was shown to be simple (with minimal
addition of new operators) and suﬃcient (capable of expressing all mobility
4 We use mobility and reconﬁgurability interchangeably.
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aspects) for mobile systems. From this we developed the φ-calculus [15], a
hybrid extension of the π-calculus based on the notion of environment and en-
vironmental actions. These form the basis of the SPHIN’s syntactic extension
and semantics. For the veriﬁcation part, we focused on a model-checking ap-
proach, as bisimulation was already extremely diﬃcult to show in the presence
of analog dynamics. In [17], we observe that SPIN could be a suitable base
for model-checking some π-calculus processes. SPHIN is a natural extension
of the φ-calculus resulting from this experiment.
There are many hybrid system veriﬁcation tools such as HyTech [10],
CHARON [2], and d/dt [8]. They are for hybrid systems without reconﬁgura-
bility. SPIN has been extended to (dense) real-time systems in RT-SPIN [19]
and to discrete-time hybrid systems in [6].
2 PROMELA-Hybrid: The SPHIN modeling language
PROMELA-Hybrid is the input language to the SPHIN model checker. It
extends PROMELA, the input language to the model checker SPIN, with
some primitives for describing hybrid processes with analog dynamics. For
the details of PROMELA, readers are referred to [11].
2.1 Syntax
In this subsection, the full syntax for the hybrid extensions in PROMELA-
Hybrid is given. Basically, the syntactic extensions are deﬁned based on the
following two principles.
• Every PROMELA statement is a PROMELA-Hybrid statement. This is
natural in that the set of hybrid systems contains the set of discrete systems.
• Every PROMELA statement can be extended with analog components in
such a way that the resulting PROMELA-Hybrid statement can express a
valid hybrid action in the φ-calculus: guarded analog conditions can trigger
resetting dynamics of analog variables.
In this regard, a statement in PROMELA-Hybrid is either a PROMELA
statement or a hybrid statement, which is a PROMELA statement followed
by analog clauses. In Backus-Naur Form, the top-level grammar rule is shown
in Figure 1. A hybrid statement always contains a when clause for checking
conditions on analog variables, and a reset clause for resetting dynamics of
analog variables. A when clause is led by the keyword when and the list
of conditions are enclosed in the curly brackets. A reset clause is led by
the keyword reset and the list of resets are enclosed in the curly brackets.
Also, there should be a construct for declarations of analog variables. A
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statement ::= promela statement | hybrid statement
hybrid statement ::= promela statement when clause reset clause
when clause ::= when { cond list }
reset clause ::= reset { reset list }
var dcl ::= promela var dcl | analog var dcl
analog var dcl ::= analog reset
Fig. 1. Top level grammar of PROMELA-Hybrid (Fig. 2 & 3 show the grammars of the subsequent
levels)
cond list ::= /* empty–null list */ | cond list non null
cond list non null ::= cond | cond list non null , cond
cond ::= varref in interval
reset list ::= /* empty–null list */ | reset list non null
reset list non null ::= reset | reset list non null , reset
reset ::= varref = { interval , interval , interval }
Fig. 2. Mid-level grammar of PROMELA-Hybrid
variable declaration var dcl is either one already deﬁned in PROMELA, or a
new analog variable declaration analog var dcl , which consists of the keyword
analog followed by a reset . The reset will be deﬁned shortly in Figure 2
together with the cond and their list forms.
A cond list is a list of zero or more conditions separated by commas.
Analogously, a reset list is a list of zero or more resets separated by commas.
A condition is whether the value of the variable referred to by varref belongs
to the given interval. A reset tries to reset three components of a variable
also referred to by varref : the current value, the value of the derivative of
the variable, and the invariant condition of the variable. This is why a reset
is a variable assignment followed by three intervals enclosed in curly brackets
and separated by commas. These all correspond to the syntax of the hybrid
actions in the φ-calculus.
An interval can be either open or closed (at either end). An open bound
is denoted by a parenthesis, and a closed bound is denoted by a bracket.
Actual bounding values may be omitted, indicating that there is no bound
on the corresponding side. A bound can be either a PROMELA expression
(involving only integral constants and discrete variables) or a linear expression
involving only analog variables. To fully support rational coeﬃcients, there
can be an integer denominator for an entire linear expression with only integral
coeﬃcients. Therefore, a lin expr is now either a basic term (just an analog
variable varref or its constant multiple or an integer constant), or an addition
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interval ::= /* empty interval */ | l paren bound , bound r paren
l paren ::= ( | [
r paren ::= ) | ]
bound ::= /* empty bound */ | promela expr | lin expr
| ( lin expr ) / int const | int const / int const
lin expr ::= term | term + lin expr | term − lin expr
term ::= int const | varref | − varref | int const ∗ varref
Fig. 3. Bottom level grammar of PROMELA-Hybrid
or a subtraction of a term and a smaller linear expression. In this way, any
linear expressions with rational coeﬃcients can be eﬀectively represented by
a simple grammar.
Example 2.1 [PROMELA-Hybrid statements] The following analog variable
declarations
analog x = { [0,1), [1/3,1/2], ( ,-2] };
analog y = { [-1,1], [1-x,1-x], [0, ) };
deﬁne two analog variables x and y (sometimes written as x(t) and y(t) to
denote their time dependence), whose initial values x(t0) and y(t0) at the time
of the instantiation of each variable are given as
0 ≤ x(t0) < 1, −1 ≤ y(t0) ≤ 1.
Their rates of change x˙(t) and y˙(t) are given as
1/3 ≤ x˙(t) ≤ 1/2, y˙(t) = 1− x.
They also have invariants: conditions on the variables that have to be satisﬁed
by any transition possible. They are
x(t) ≤ −2, y(t) ≥ 0.
The following PROMELA-Hybrid statement
ch!msg when { x in (,0], y in [x-1,5) }
reset { x = { , [1,2], } };
is a message passing statement ch!msg only executable when the analog con-
dition given in the when clause is true, accompanied by analog reset actions
speciﬁed by the reset clause. Detailed meaning of such a statement will be
given in the following section. 
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Syntactically, it is possible to put a linear expression to any bounding
value in the three intervals. However, to have meaningful results with cur-
rent convex-polyhedra-based implementation, only constants may be given
for bounds in ﬂow conditions.
2.2 Semantics
The formal semantics of PROMELA-Hybrid is presented in [16] based on the
notations presented in [19] and [11]. In this paper, only simple examples
are given due to space limitations. In summary, a state of a PROMELA-
Hybrid model is the collection of analog valuations and discrete parts, also
with information on how analogs evolve over time. There are two kinds of
transitions possible due to the newly introduced analog parts. One is to reset
dynamics of analog variables, accompanied with execution of associated SPIN
actions. The other is to let time ﬂow according to the analog dynamics,
without executing any SPIN actions.
Example 2.2 [A discrete action transition in PROMELA-Hybrid] Consider
the following PROMELA-Hybrid statement
ch?msg when { x in [,3], y in (0,) }
reset { x = { , [-1,-1], }, y = { [0,1], , (,4] };
under the following evaluation X
x = 1, y = 2
with the following ﬂow equations
x˙ = 2, y˙ = 1
and with the following invariant conditions
x ≤ 3, y ≥ 0.
The when clause is enabled when x ≤ 3 ∧ y > 0 is true under the current
valuation of analog variables. Since the current valuations of x and y satisfy
the predicate, the hybrid statement is enabled only when the message receiving
statement ch?msg is enabled. Suppose there is a message in the buﬀer for the
channel ch. Then the whole hybrid statement is enabled, so its execution
will follow. The execution of the discrete part (ch?msg) will result in a new
content in the variable msg due to the message passing. The execution of the
analog part will result in the following valuations.
x = 1, y ∈ [0, 1].
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Here, y can be any value in [0, 1], as the value of y is speciﬁed to be reset
to a value in the interval [0,1]. The value of x does not change, as there
is no value resetting part in the corresponding reset clause for x. The ﬂow
equations will be changed to:
x˙ = −1, y˙ = 1.
Here, the ﬂow equation of y does not change, as there is no ﬂow resetting part
in the corresponding reset clause for y. Finally, the invariant conditions will
be changed to:
x ≤ 3, y ≤ 4.
Example 2.3 [Time ﬂow transitions] Consider the following hybrid state qH
with analog variables x and y.
(q, {x = 1, y = 2}, {x˙ = 1, y˙ = 2}, {x ≥ 0, y ≤ 7}).
After 2 seconds, the hybrid state can make the time transition to the following
hybrid state:
(q, {x = 3, y = 6}, {x˙ = 1, y˙ = 2}, {x ≥ 0, y ≤ 7}).
This transition is possible because the ﬁnal values matches the solution of
the diﬀerential equations with speciﬁed initial values and all the intermediate
trajectory points satisfy the invariant condition. However, qH cannot make
the ﬂow transition with time duration of 3 seconds because after 2.5 seconds,
y will be larger than 7 and this does not satisfy the invariant condition. Here,
we can see that invariant conditions are mainly for blocking the indeﬁnite ﬂow
of time.
3 Veriﬁcation algorithms
As in veriﬁcation with PROMELA, the veriﬁcation task with PROMELA-
Hybrid explicitly searches the state space. However, as explained in the pre-
vious section, states of a PROMELA-Hybrid model can have valuations of
analog variables which are real-valued. Given that the set of real numbers is
dense and that there are inﬁnitely many real numbers which cannot be rep-
resented in a ﬁnite way, it is evident that the straightforward enumeration
of states of a PROMELA-Hybrid model is not a suitable way of doing the
state space search. A novel approach to deal with this issue was originally
proposed by Alur in [1]. The entire n-dimensional vector space is partitioned
into a ﬁnite number of regions each of which represents a set of states, possibly
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Fig. 4. Region representation of valuations of analog variables using polyhedra
inﬁnitely many. States in a region should be time-abstract bisimilar in that
their future behaviors should be bisimilar when the actual time information
in the following transitions is abstracted. The idea was generalized to hybrid
systems in a similar way [3] and implemented in the model checker HyTech [10]
for hybrid systems. We adopt a similar approach in PROMELA-Hybrid. This
section describes details of the methods.
3.1 Polyhedral representations of analog states and time-ﬂow transitions
3.1.1 Initial states and time ﬂow transitions
Noting that every initial condition to an analog variable is given as an interval
(open or closed and bounded or unbounded), it is easy to see that the set of all
initial valuations of analog variables in a PROMELA-Hybrid model forms a
polyhedron in n-dimensional vector space. For example, consider the 2 analog
variables x and y deﬁned as follows.
analog x = { [1,3], [1,2], [ ,4] };
analog y = { [1,2], [1,2], [ ,(10-x)/2] };
The initial conditions in the deﬁnitions state 1 ≤ x ≤ 3 and 1 ≤ y ≤
2, and it is clear that the conditions can be represented with a polyhedron
in 2-dimensional space as shown in Figure 4(a). The bounds in the initial
conditions can also be not only constants, but also arbitrary linear expressions
on analog variables with rational coeﬃcients. Linear expressions still result in
a polyhedron in the vector space.
When the bounds in the ﬂow condition intervals are all constants, the
initial state region can be extended by considering all time ﬂow transitions
from an initial state region point. This is done by appending rays to every
corner point of the initial polyhedron. Here, a ray is deﬁned to be the ratio
of growth rates of analog variables. In this example, the maximum ratio is
2/1 = 2, and the minimum ratio is 1/2 = 0.5. Adding this ray to each point
and taking the outermost boundary results in the region polyhedron shown in
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Fig. 5. Steps of polyhedron manipulation to process a hybrid action
Figure 4(b). This polyhedron contains all the points reachable by taking time
ﬂow transitions of arbitrary length of time, starting from any single point in
the initial region polyhedron. This can be done only when the bounds in the
ﬂow condition intervals are constants.
Not all the points in the above extended region are possible because of the
invariant conditions. In the above example, x is required to be x ≤ 4, and y is
required to be y ≤ (10− x)/2. These forms still other polyhedra and need to
be intersected with the previous polyhedron, resulting in the ﬁnal one shown
in Figure 4(c).
In this way, one can represent all valuations of all analog variables under
the same discrete state component in a ﬁnite way. The idea originates from
Halbwachs, who in late 1970s used linear relations for abstract interpretation
of programs. Later in 1990s, he applied the idea to hybrid systems analysis
such as in [9]. It was also adopted by Alur, Henzinger and Ho [3].
3.1.2 Hybrid actions
Suppose the following hybrid action is enabled under the possible valuations
of analog variables as shown in Figure 4(c).
a = 1 when { x in [2,], y in [3,] }
reset { y = { [y-2,y-2], [1,1], [,3]} };
The when condition of the hybrid action forms another polyhedron in 2-D
space. Thus, valuations in the intersected polyhedron enable the when con-
dition. Only the valuations in the intersected polyhedron will undergo the
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reset action as speciﬁed in the reset clause. The reset clause states that y’s
value should be reset to y − 2. This is easily seen in 2-D space as negative-y
directional movement of magnitude 2. In more general settings, because of
possible resets as shown above, we have to add new dimensions for variables to
be reset (such as y′ for y above with the expression y′ = y−2), remove the old
variable (y) by projecting the new polyhedron to the other dimensions, then
map the new variable (y′) to the old one (y). After that, the new polyhedron
will undergo the possible time-ﬂow transition with the new ﬂow conditions
(here, y˙ = 1, which was originally 1 ≤ y˙ ≤ 2). Then, ﬁnally newly updated
invariants (here, y ≤ 3, which was originally y ≤ (10 − x)/2) are applied to
form the ﬁnal polyhedron of all possible valuations. Figure 5 shows the steps
involved with any hybrid action. Any sequence of transitions of PROMELA-
Hybrid can be represented as a sequence of discrete states accompanied with
polyhedra obtained by applying the above operations.
3.2 Reachability analysis
Reachability analysis is mainly for safety veriﬁcation. Veriﬁcation of safety
properties determines whether unsafe states are reachable or not. Reachability
analysis is done by searching the entire state space systematically. Depth-ﬁrst
search is preferred to breadth-ﬁrst search because of memory space constraints.
As search goes on, it stores states which have been previously visited. If a
newly visited state is in the set of previously visited states, that branch is
no longer taken and the search moves to another branch or backtracks to its
predecessor. Therefore, it is essential in reachability analysis to compare two
states and tell whether they are same or not. In PROMELA and SPIN, only
discrete components are present in state information so that state comparison
boils down to bit-by-bit comparison of state vectors properly arranged. In
PROMELA-Hybrid and SPHIN, there are not only discrete components in
state information, but also valuations of analog variables clustered as a poly-
hedron. In a search of the hybrid state space of a PROMELA-Hybrid model,
it is highly likely that there are two states with the same discrete components
but diﬀerent polyhedra. For example, suppose (st, P1) is visited and then after
a while, (st, P2) is visited. Here, st is a discrete state component, and P1 and
P2 are analog polyhedra. If P2 ⊆ P1, then the algorithm cannot backtrack just
because the discrete part st was previously visited. Search can only backtrack
when it visits (st, P3), where P3 ⊆ P1 ∪ P2. Here we see the necessity to store
unions of convex polyhedra, which do not have to be convex, as visited region.
The PPL library supports these union operations and data structures in a
clear way. Also, we may choose to store approximations of these unions only
(such as convex hull or extrapolation) as visited regions. SPHIN currently
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supports convex hull approximation for this purpose. All these modiﬁcations
are incorporated into the DFS reachability algorithm presented in Figure 8.2
in pp. 170 of [11].
We conclude this subsection with stating the correctness of the above al-
gorithm on the reachability analysis. By correctness, we mean that if a vis-
ited region of the depth ﬁrst search using the polyhedral representation has
a nonempty intersection with the target region, then there actually exists a
timed trace starting from an initial state to a state in the target region.
Theorem 3.1 (Correctness of the reachability analysis) Suppose a PRO-
MELA-Hybrid model M has (d1, A1) as the region of its possible initial states
(di is for discrete state, Ai is the convex polyhedron for all possible valuations
of analog variables at the discrete state di), and (dt, At) as the target region.
If the depth-ﬁrst search algorithm in SPHIN reports a nonempty intersection
with (dt, At), then there exists a timed trace from an initial state of M to a
state in (dt, At).
Proof. The proof is to construct a timed execution trace (d1, a1)
δ1→ (d1, a
′
1) →
(d2, a2)
δ2→ (d2, a
′
2) → . . . → (dn, an)
δn→ (dn, a
′
n) (with dn = dt, δi ∈ R
+, ai and
a′i are analog valuations, and a
′
n ∈ At), given a SPHIN output (counterexam-
ple) sequence (d1, A1), . . . , (dn, An) (Ai’s are convex polyhedra, computed by
the DFS algorithm according to the deﬁned semantics of transitions). The
construction can be done by induction on n. Due to space limitations, we
omit the complete proof details, which can be found in [16]. 
3.3 LTL model checking
More complicated properties such as liveness can be veriﬁed by model-checking
against more complicated LTL formulas. For example, a usual safety require-
ment is represented by a simple LTL formula p (where p is for the safety of
the current time instance), whereas a typical liveness requirement for even-
tual acknowledgement following a request can be stated by a more complicated
LTL formula (p → q) (p for a request and q for an acknolwedgment). As
usual, the LTL formula φ for the requirement is ﬁrst negated, then translated
into an equivalent Bu¨chi automaton A¬φ which accepts precisely the input se-
quences satisfying the negated LTL formula ¬φ. Then the model automaton
AM and the negated requirement automaton A¬φ are composed resulting in
AM,¬φ, which is checked to see if there exists a cycle in the graph containing
an accepting state and reachable from the initial state. It is well-known that
the negated requirement LTL formula ¬φ is satisﬁable if and only if such a
cycle is present in the composed Bu¨chi automaton AM,¬φ [11, Chapter 7]. In
other words, M |= φ if and only if AM,¬φ contains a reachable accepting cycle.
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To apply this idea to hybrid systems in SPHIN, we require that atomic
propositions in LTL formulas consist only of discrete state components. This
is required since the cycle detection works only on discrete components of
states.
The nested depth-ﬁrst search algorithm [11, Chapter 7] used in SPIN for
LTL model checking is also modiﬁed to accommodate the newly introduced
analog regions. Each individual state in the visited state space is augmented
with a union of polyhedra, and the seed state is also augmented with a poly-
hedron region. The ﬁnal addition is on checking whether the seed state is
re-visited again. It should be accompanied by checking whether the intersec-
tion of the seed region polyhedron and the current region polyhedron is not
empty. The following theorem states the correctness of the algorithm.
Theorem 3.2 (Correctness of the LTL model checking algorithm) If
the modiﬁed nested DFS algorithm ﬁnds a cycle and returns it, then there ex-
ists a timed trace of the PROMELA-Hybrid model accepted by the underlying
hybrid Bu¨chi automaton.
Proof. Omitted due to space limitations. Details can be found in [16]. 
4 Case studies
In this section, we present three case studies of veriﬁcation using our model
checker SPHIN. The 3-robot bucket brigade is the one requiring reconﬁgura-
bility. The other two are standard hybrid system examples which do not
need reconﬁgurability and have been modeled and veriﬁed with other existing
tools. PROMELA-Hybrid source codes and veriﬁcation results of the exam-
ples presented in this section are all available in the SPHIN distribution at
http://sphin.webhop.net/.
4.1 Train-Gate-Controller
The model of a railroad crossing is a classic toy example for hybrid system
veriﬁcation research. There are three components in the model—a train, a
gate, and a gate controller. The variable x represents the distance of the train
from the gate. The dotted variable x˙ represents the ﬁrst derivative of x with
respect to time t, that is, the velocity of the train. Initially, the train is at the
distance of 2000 meters from the gate and approaching the gate at random
velocity between 40 and 50 m/s. When the train passes the 1000 meter point,
it sends an app signal to the controller notifying its approach. Also it may
change the range of velocity to between 30 and 50 m/s. After the train passes
the gate and the distance to the gate is 100 meters, it sends an exit signal
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to the controller notifying its exit. To repeat the above procedure, the train
also resets its distance to 2000 meters and its velocity to between 40 and 50
m/s with its direction approaching to the train. The variable g represents
the degree of the gate with respect to the horizon. It is initially fully open
(g = 90) and not moving (g˙ = 0). If the gate receives a lower signal, it lowers
the bar at the rate of −9 degree/sec until it becomes parallel to the horizon.
If the gate receives a raise signal, it raises the bar at the rate of 9 degree/sec
until it becomes perpendicular to the horizon. Finally, the controller receives
the signals from the train (either app or exit) and issues the signals to the
gate (either raise or lower). To model the delay associated with the controller
and the gate, the controller issues raise (respectively lower) signal after the
predeﬁned delay has passed from the time when app (respectively exit) signal
is received. For the exact hybrid automata model of the system, readers are
referred to [16], or [10] for the original model.
The most important safety requirement for this system is that the gate
should be closed whenever the train is within a certain distance. That is,
if the predeﬁned distance is called D, then it should not happen that x is
less than or equal to D and at the same time g is greater than 0. Thus, the
problem is to check if the unsafe region (l, x ≤ D∧ g > 0) is reachable for any
discrete control location l. The requirement can be encoded as an assert()
statement in a monitor automaton as follows.
active proctype monitor()
{
assert(false) when { x in (,D], g in (0,) } reset {}
}
Since the assert() statement in the monitor process is given false as its
argument and augmented with when condition about analog variables, the as-
sertion will be raised when the when condition becomes true. The veriﬁcation
results in the SPHIN distribution show that the assertion is not raised if D is
350. However, they also show that the assertion is raised if D is more than
350. The execution trace leading to such a violation is also generated by the
SPHIN veriﬁer.
4.2 Fischer’s mutual exclusion protocol
Another classic hybrid system example is Fischer’s timing-based mutual exclu-
sion protocol. The original protocol given in [13] is based on the assumption
that clocks in all processes progress at the same rate. In [3], the authors ex-
tend the protocol to a hybrid system by allowing diﬀerent and drifting clock
rates. Each process Pi for i = 1, 2 executes the following algorithm.
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repeat
repeat
await k = 0
k := i
delay b
until k = i
{Critical section}
k := 0
forever
There is a shared discrete variable k, and process Pi can enter its critical
section if and only if k = i. Each process has a local clock with possibly
diﬀerent and drifting clock rates. The protocol assumes a delay of up to a
time unit for a write access to the shared variable (that is, for the assignment
k := i). Also, the protocol requires another delay of b time units after the
assignment. The SPHIN distribution contains the SPHIN codes for two cases:
i) when a = 2 and b = 3, ii) when a = 5 and b = 6. Clock rates are the
same: [0.8, 1] for P1, and [1, 1.1] for P2. The veriﬁcation task here is to check
the safety (mutual exclusion) requirement. The safety property is expressed
in the separate monitor process, which raises an assertion if both processes
are in their critical sections. The veriﬁcation results show that the safety
requirement is satisﬁed when a = 2 and b = 3, but not when a = 5 and b = 6.
4.3 3-robot bucket brigade
This example is our initial motivation as stated in Section 1. Figure 6 shows
an illustration of this example. There are three robots in a row. The ﬁrst
robot fetches a part from the parts-feeder, forwards it to the second robot
at their rendezvous point. Then the second robot does the same with the
third robot. Finally, the third robot puts the part to the output bin. In
[12], Klavins and Koditschek modeled this system in their TPN (Threaded
Petri Nets) formalism using the concepts of domain and goal regions with full
nonlinear analog dynamics. In the SPHIN model, each robot’s dynamics is
abstracted as moving at a velocity from a range. To simulate the repeated
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parts transfer, the roles of the parts feeder and the output bin are combined
by one process and the output part from the output bin is fed back to the
parts feeder.
The SPHIN distribution contains the veriﬁcation results for the liveness
of such modeled brigade system. Two LTL formulas are established for the
eventual and inﬁnite parts transfer, negated, and then checked whether there is
a satisfying trajectory for the negated requirement formulas. The veriﬁcation
is successful and it is proved that the brigade system satisﬁes the liveness
requirements. Every execution so far is ﬁnished within a short amount of
time.
5 Conclusion
In this paper, we presented SPHIN, a model checker for reconﬁgurable hybrid
systems based on SPIN. The syntactic and semantic extensions were care-
fully done to achieve abilities to model analog components (either global or
local) and mobility in general. Veriﬁcation algorithms were modiﬁed to ac-
commodate these extensions with convex polyhedra for representing analog
states and time-ﬂows. We presented a few case studies for demonstrating
usability of SPHIN, including classical hybrid system examples and a recon-
ﬁgurable hybrid system example of 3-robot bucket brigade. SPHIN is available
at http://sphin.webhop.net/.
There are many things to improve in SPHIN. First, more eﬃcient integer
representation should be adopted with sound approximation for reachability
analysis. In [16], an approximation technique for ODE (Ordinary Diﬀerential
Equations) dynamics is suggested using Euler’s method for numerical anal-
ysis of ODEs. The approximation is seriously limited by the computational
complexity of the current implementation based on GMP 5 (Gnu Multiple Pre-
cision arithmetic library), which supports by default integers with arbitrary
precision. This gives exact veriﬁcation results, but there are many instances
where results are not available due to computational intractability due to the
arbitrary precision and approximation without arbitrary precision suﬃces such
as safety veriﬁcation. Second, a notion of physical domain in the modeling
language would be highly desirable, as most reconﬁgurations are done based
on what agents are in the local physical neighborhood. We think it is a good
starting point to introduce the notion of administrative domains in the Am-
bient Calculus [7] to the φ-calculus and PROMELA-Hybrid. Lastly, there are
many convenience features to be added to SPHIN, such as guided simulation
with generated counterexamples with timing information, random/interactive
5 http://www.swox.com/gmp/
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simulation with analog state visualization, and GUI support for SPHIN similar
to xspin.
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